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Modern Evolution of Lagoon Shorelines of the Society Islands, French Polynesia
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The population of the Society Islands, in French Polynesia, is in constant progression. From 99,000 1971 it
increased to 342,000 in 1983, and will aproximately reach u)o,000inhabitants by the year u)o.
The scarsity of livable surface areas along the narrow coastal fringe of these volcanic islands inexorably leads
towards a densification of the population which is poorly supported by the natural environment.
In Tahiti, the urban agglomeration of Papeete with the associated townships extends for more than 40 kilometers.
Densities are often in excess of 2,000 inhabitants per square kilometre. In Moorea and the Leeward Islands, small
agglomerations are under development, and the coastal plain is covered with family homes.
Such concentrations of population inevitably cause deep changes of the lagoonary coastal ecosystems for which it
has become difficult to find still untouched references, except for some areas of the Taiarapu Peninda.
These modifications which vary in space are of several orders. They influence the physical and chemical balance of
[he lagoons, especially on the island of Tahiti, and cause bacteriological and chemical pollution, as well as deep
disruptions in the configuration of the coastline.
A census of human actions allows to reveal iniportant modifications of the shoreline due to the effect of earthfilling
works, constructions of quays, landing stages and road-dams, modifications all of which are not always made well
advised. In some lagoons, a modifirstiorl of Ihr !agoon topography occurs under the effect or cor21 material
e.c:raction for civil engineering work.
The touristic potential of the Society Islands is therefore gradually being diminished; urgent measures must be
taken to protect this coastline that has the reputation of being one of the most attractive ones in the world.
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